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Abstract 
This paper describes a missile guidance problem in 
which the objective is to guide an interceptor mis- 
sile towards both deterministic and stochastic targets. 
We show how this guidance problem can be naturally 
posed within an optimal stopping time control frame- 
work (where both the control and time horizon are d e  
signed to optimize a performance index). We believe 
this to be the first time the missile guidance problem 
has been posed as an optimal stopping problem. So- 
lutions to the optimal stopping guidance problem are 
obtained via dynamic programming principles; how- 
ever, no closed form solutions are apparent. Numeric 
solutions are obtained via the Markov chain numerical 
approximation procedure. 
1 Introduction 
Historically, precision guidance and control of a mis- 
sile has been a computationally and conceptually d e  
manding problem [l, 31. Due to real-time computing 
constraints, major approximations in the control d e  
sign process have been necessary. Fur example, mis- 
’ sile autopilot loops (inner loops) have historically been 
, represented with the “classical three-loop” topology 
and linear control methods applied to each loop in- 
dependently 11, 61. Similarly, the synthesis of missile 
‘ guidance loops (outer loops) has been based on small- 
angle, constant velocity target, linear dynamics and 
I other linearising approximations [5]. These lineariz& 
tions have led to missile systems with acceptable per- 
formance within constrained regimes of aerodynamic 
. behaviour [I, 3, 6, 51. Future missile systems will be 
required to operate against faster and more manoeu- 
vrable targets horn larger heading errors and through 
multiple aerodynamic regimes 111. The synthesis of 
I guidance loops for these emerging threats is the topic 
of this paper. 
In is, 61, the missile guidance problem against constant 
velocity targets is posed as a linearised finite-time hori- 
zon optimal control problem. The performance index 
used to  represent the guidance objectives contains a 
running cost term on the e n e r a  of the control action 
and a terminal cost term (at the time of impact) of the 
squared distance between the missile and target. Al- 
though this performance index onIy partially describes 
the objectives of a successful missile engagement, this 
index has commonly been used because it leads to a 
closed form solution (under various approximations) 
known as the proportional navigation (PN) guidance 
law 15, 6, 71. 
Perhaps the most unsatisfying feature of the many mis- 
sile guidance approaches is the requirement to know 
the time of impact a priori. Thase guidance laws de- 
veloped within a finitetime horizon optimal control 
framework have directly assumed that the timehorizon 
is deterministic and known [7, 61. However, the time 
of impact between a miss& and a target is actualIy 
i i  hRCtiOIl of the missile and target (including future) 
manoeuvres. In problems with manoeuvring targets, it 
is obvious that this time horizon assumption does not 
hold. Even in problems involving deterministic tar- 
gets, it can be very hard to  estimate the time-horizon. 
Furthermore, timehorizon estimation errors have sig- 
nificant impact on the guidance performance [7, pp. 
2051. 
In this paper, we consider manoeuvring targets in a 
stochastic framework with non-linear dynamics and an 
unknown time of impact. 
Problems involving sequential decision making in the 
presence of uncertainty have been extensively studied 
using the method of dynamic programming [Z]. The 
missile guidance problem can be considered as a se- 
quential decision problem where the decisions involve 
control action selection and when to stop. Optimal 
control problems involving sequential design of both a 
stopping time and a control action are known as opti- 
mal stopping time control problems and can be solved 
via dynamic programming. 
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In [9, 161, a dynamic programming solution to an op- 
timal stopping time problem appropriate for missile 
guidance (with general performance index and, non- 
linear dynamics) is presented. The presented solu- 
tion is in the form of a viscosity solution to a mi- 
ationd inequality; a type of partial differential equa 
tion (PDE). Unfortunately, in general, closed-form so- 
lutions to these types of PDEs do not exist and numeric 
approaches, such as provided in IS], must be used to 
obtain approximate solutions. 
The key contribution of this paper is to formulate 
the missile guidance problem within an optimaI s top  
ping time framework. Within this framework, we can 
consider non-linear dynamics and quite general target 
models and perfarmance measures. The advantage of 
posing the missile guidance problem as a non-linear 
optimal stopping control problem is that it alleviates 
many of the deficiencies of previous approaches. 
This paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, 
the missile guidance probIem is introduced and the 
standard proportional navigation guidance law is pre- 
sented. The stochastic missile guidance problem is 
then posed as an optimal stopping time control prob- 
lem (the determistic problem is a special case). A 
dynamic programming approach and a variational in- 
equality solution to the optimal stopping time prob- 
lem are then presented. In Section 3, some illustrative 
results are presented that compare the performance 
of the optimal stopping guidance law with the perfor- 
mance of the PN guidance law. Finally, in Section 4, 
some conclusions are made. 
It0 1151 and ~ ( t )  > e > 0 for E a known small constant. 
Positive angles are counter clock-wise. Here V,, V, 
are constants denoting the target and missiIe veloci- 
ties respectively, u(t) is the line-of-sight (LOS) angle, 
&(t) = rt(t) - g( t )  is the target attitude angle from 
LOS, 8,(t) = ~ ~ ( t )  - a(t)  is the missile attitude an- 
gle from LOS, p = &/V, is the velocity ratio. Also 
w(t)  : E + R for t E R-C is a unit I-dimensional Brow- 
nian motion on (E, F, P )  and b is a known scale factor. 
Note, r ( t ) ,  ~ ( t )  and rt(t) are stochastic processes on 
the same probability space. In more transparent nota- 
tion we might write r ( t , w )  etc. to show the w depen- 
dence but hopefully there will be no confusion without 
this notation. 
Deterministic targets can be considered by setting b = 
0. In the deterministic setting, ~ ( t )  etc. need no longer 
be considered stochastic processes. 
4 
Figure 1: Geometry in two dimensions. Positive Angles 
are Counter Clock-wise. 
2 The Missile Guidance Problem 
In this section we introduce the problem of guiding 
a missile to deterministic and stochastic targets. We 
begin by describing the missile-target dynamics before 
specifying the usual finite-time horizon optimal con- 
trol problem. The well known propotional navigation 
guidance law is then described. The optimal stopping 
time missile guidance prablem is then introduced and 
a dynamic programming solution is presented. 
Consider a probability space (E, F, P )  where w E E, .F 
is a m-algebra on C and P(w) : E + R is a probability 
map. Let E[.] denote the expectation operation on this 
probability space. 
Consider the following non-linear continuous time 
state-space model defined for t E R+ (see Figure 1): 
&(t) = Vm bco~(Bt ( t ) )  - cos(Bm(t))] dt, 
r(t)&(t)  = V, bssin(&(t)) - sin(Qm(t))] W 
d?Trl(f) = U(t)Ekt 0 )  
d&) = bdw(t) (2) 
where these equations are understood in the sense of 
Let (Ft}  denote the complete right continuous fil- 
tration generated by W(t ) .  For simplicity of pre- 
sentation we assume that the initial condition is 
knmn and hence, in the stoch&ic guidance problem, 
r( t ) ,g( t ) ,  ?t(E),y,(t) are adapted to (Ftt) [15]. We also 
assume that u(t)  E U (control via a commanded turn 
rate) is adapted to {Ft} where U is a compact set of 
admissible controls. 
Sometimes, a reduced order model with normalised 
range and et, 0, states is useful, so let F ( t )  = r(t)/V,. 
After same substitutions we note that the dynamics 
can be written as: 
. 
where F is a known small constant. Here F(t), &(t) and 
&(t) are adapted to (Ft). 
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2.1 Finite-Time Horizon Optimal Guidance 
and Proportional Navigation 
The missile guidance problem against deterministic 
targets (ie. with b = 0) is often expressed as the de- 
sign of a control sequence U E l&, that minimises 
the finitetime horizon cost JFT(u)  subject to the dy- 
namics (2) or (3) where 
J F T ( U )  = 6' U ( t ) % t  f Trr(tf)* (4) 
where q+ is a weighting factor and t o  and tf are the 
initial and find times of the engagement respectively. 
The final time, t f ,  represents the time of impact with 
the target and in this formulation is assumed to be 
known a priori. 
The development of the proportional navigation (I") 
guidance law assumes that the heading of the mis- 
sile is approximately towards the target (near collision 
course) 15, 61. This allows various small angle approxi- 
mates to be used and then linearisation applied to the 
non-linear dynamics. When the missile is on a near 
collision course, the time remaining to impact can be 
estimated as --T/+ which can be used as tf in (4). The 
guidance problem can then be expressed as a linear 
quadratic problem for which closed-form solutions are 
known. 
The resulting proportional navigation guidance law (as 
-yr + 00) can be expressed: 
where N = 3 is the navigation constant and l/Vm con- 
verts from a linear acceleration command to an angular 
rate command. 
2.2 Optimal Stopping Guidance Problem 
For notational convenience, let us denote the state 
" of (3) by ~ ( t )  = [F(t) Bt ( t )  Bm(t)]'  and let fD(a,u)  
denote the drift part of the dynamics (3) so that 
dx = f D ( t ,  U)& i- Bdw(t) where B = [07 b, 01'. 
Let us consider a time horizon [O,T] where T is the 
h e d  maximum allowable stoppping time. The maxi- 
, mum allowable stopping time ensures that the problem 
, is well posed. Let T denote a stopping time function 
T : C + [O,T] such that (w  : t ( w )  5 t }  E Fb for all t 
(that is, T is a Fi measureable function). 
The optimal stopping stochastic guidance design prob 
lem is to choose a stopping time and a control to 
minimise JS(z ( t ) , t ,u , r )  subject to the dynamics (3)) 
7 E [O,T] and 
T A T  
JS(4t),t, . ,d = E [  1 k ( z z ( , ) ( s ) , 4 W s  
I (6) 
Here A denotes minimum so that T A T denotes the 
minimum of 7 and T .  
We suppose k(x,u) : R3 x U -+ R and g(z) : R3 + R 
(both 3i measureable) are the specified running and 
terminal costs. 
Let us write down the value function as follows: 
(7) 
Vie introduce a Hamiltonian for this problem 
H S b 7 P )  = 2; (Pf% 4 -+ k ( v 4 )  (8) 
where p E R3. 
En (161 is it shown there is a unique viscosity solution 
t$(t, 2) to the variational inequality: 
where 
(9) 
and $(T, E) = g(z). 
The importance of this d u e  recursion is that it pro- 
vides a way of calculating the value function arid hence 
-the optimal control and stopping time. 
'The optimal stopping rule for this specified finite hori- 
zon optimal stopping guidance problem can be ex- 
pressed as 
(10) 
if vg(t, z) = g(z) 
if v$(tl 2) < g(x) 
stop 
continue. 
If continuing, the optimal control action is the min- 
imising U in (8). This control action will be in a (time- 
varying) state feedback form. 
Remarks : 
1. It is interesting that although this guidance prob- 
lem i s  posed as an optimisation over both 7 and 
control sequence u E Ut,Tr\T, a state feedback so- 
lution in ut E U results and the optimal value of 
7 is expressed implicitly as a stopping condition 
(and this stopping time is not available a priori) .  
Also of interest is that the optimal control action 
is a function of angle and range information and 
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does not need the line-of-sight angle rate infor- 
mation that is required in the standard form of 
the PN guidance law ( 5 )  and many other guid- 
ance laws. 
2. Note that the optimal control action at time t 
does not depend on the stopping time (unlikely 
PN-like approaches where the choice of t f  im- 
pacts directly on the optimal contra1 sequence). 
In this optimal stopping problem formulation, 
the designed control sequence forces an’ finite 
stopping time rather than a particular a priori 
timehorizon choice forcing the control sequence 
design. For these reasons, intuitively, it would 
be expected that the optimal stopping guidance 
law would be fairly insensitive to the sort of es- 
timation errors that impact on the knowledge of 
the time-horizon (compared to adverse impact of 
these estimation errors on many other optimal 
guidance approaches). 
. 
3. In the context of the missile guidance problem, 
the stopping condition can be thought of a gross 
engagement .termination description that is use- 
ful €or the guidance design problem. In an actual 
implementation, the stopping condition (10) can 
be replaced by other more suitable or useful stop- 
ping conditions (perhaps based on other informa- 
tion). 
3 ResuIts 
Unfortunately, there are no general close form solution 
to either the deterministic or stochastic optimal s top  
ping time guidance problems and numeric approaches 
that approximate the optimal solutions is required. To 
develop the numeric resuIts discussed in this section we 
used the Markov chain type approximation approach 
presented in [8]. 
In this section we present numeric results that illus- 
trate the nature of the optimal stopping guidance so- 
lution. For both illustration and comparison reaons 
we use k(.) = U’ and g(.) = ~ ~ r ~ ,  with T~ >> 1. This 
simple terminal and running cost have been used to 
allow direct compaxison with the PN guidance law. 
Note, the Markov chain numeric approach was solved 
in a way that increased the maximum allowable time 
horizon until the optimal control converged. In effect, 
the results @veri here correspond to cases where the 
maximum allowable time horizon is much larger than 
the likely time required to achieve impact (effectively 
T + 00). Hence, time-static optimal guidance laws are 
presented. 
3.1 Deterministic Targets 
For these choices of k and g, the problem is well defined 
and the value function exists. Initially, to simplify the 
presentation of results, we assume that the target is 
stationary {k. p = 0). In a later subsection we wilI 
consider a stochastic target example. 
When p = 0, and k is independent of et, then the value 
function depends on only 2 of the state variables and 
the optimal control becomes it R2 + R mapping. 
To apply the Markov chain approximation we choose 
a bounded region of state-space (f 5 20 units, -7r/2 5 
em, U 5 7r/2 radians) with Fa, = 1, he = h, = 0.0833 
radians. Here h,, hs and h, denote the size of dis- 
cretisation used €or to appromate variables T t ,  8t and 
ot respectively by Markov chains. To ensure the prob 
lem is weII-posed, transitions to the boundaries of state 
space are assumed to force a stop (that is, the value 
function is set to the terminal cost at these points). 
The control action is assumed to be from the baunded 
set U = {U : -0.5 5 U 5 0.5) radians/second. Note 
the minimisation of U was performed using a search 
over a discretisation of the set U .  
Figure 2 shows a numeric representation of the p = 0 
optimal stopping guidance actions. Hence, for each 
om and T value, the Figure 2 shows the numerically 
calculated optimal stopping guidance actions. 
The zero control action shown in the figure at T = 0 
units represents the stopping condition. For large pasi- 
tive and large negative d u e s  of 0, the maximum neg- 
ative and positive turns are commanded respectively. 
Figure 2: Optimal Stopping Guidance Commands 
Against a Stationary Target 
3.2 Deterministic Optimal Stopping Guidance 
Compared with PN Guidance 
To illustrate the performance of the optimal stopping 
guidance law , dosed-loop simulations of both the de- 
terministic optimal stopping guidance law and the P N  
guidance Iaw were performed (in both near coIlision 
course engagements and engagements with larger ini- 
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tial heading errors). 
3.2.1 Near Collision Course Engagement: 
The target is assumed to be stationary, ie. p = 0. The 
missile is simulated to be travelling at 1 unit per second 
in discrete-time steps of 0.01 seconds. The initial state 
values are: r(#) = 40 units, a(0) = 0.1 radians, and 
d,(O) = -0.1 radians. The stopping condition of the 
optimal stopping law (10) is replaced by a test on the 
sign of 1; for small T .  
Figure 3 shows the two closed loop trajectories 
achieved by both the PN and optimal stopping guid- 
ance laws. Both laws achieve impact with the tar- 
get in this near collision course example (within 0.009 
units for PN and within 0,004 units for optimal stop- 
ping); however, the optimal stopping guidance achieves 
a slightly better performance (in both the achieved 
running and terminal costs). The impact time of PN 
guidance was 40.18 seconds compared to an impact 
time of 40.06 seconds for the optimal stopping guid- 
ance law. Hence, the optimal stopping guidance law 
achieved a faster impact and better terminal perfor- 
mance using less control energy. 
0.5 ‘1 / 
I 
Figure 3: Closed Loop simulation of PN and Optimal 
Stopping Guidance: Near Collision Course ex- 
ample 
The performance benefits of the optimal stopping guid- 
ance law become more apparent when lager initial 
heading errors are considered. 
3.2.2 Large Initial Headings: Again, the 
target is assumed to be stationary, ie. p = 0. The 
missile is simulated to be travelling at 1 unit per sec- 
ond in discrete-time steps of 0.01 seconds. The initial 
state d u e s  are: r(0)  = 40 units, ~ ( 0 )  = 0.8 radians, 
and 13,(0) = -0.8 radians. 
Figure 4 shows the two closed loop trajectories 
achieved by the guidance laws. The optimal stopping 
guidance Iaw achieves impact (within 0.07 units); how- 
ever, the PN guidance law does not. The failure of 
the P N  guidance law for these Sorts of initial headings 
is not surprising because the linearisation approxima- 
tions do not hold here (in practice ad hoc modifications 
to P N  can used to enable impact). The optimal stop- 
ping guidance law achieved impact after 41.6 seconds. 
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Figure 4: Closed Loop simulation of PN and Optimal 
Stopping Guidance: Large Initial Heading Er- 
ror Example 
I n  summary, the performance advantage (in terms of 
impact time, terminal performance, and control energy 
use) of using the optimal stopping law increases with 
initial heading error. For large initial heading errors, 
the optimal stopping guidance law continues to achieve 
impact while the standard PN guidance law becomes 
unstable and can not impact even a stationwy target. 
Although it is not difficult to modify the standard 
F’N guidance law to improve its performance at larger 
heading errors, the performance of P N  is always less 
than optimal because of its artificial assumption about 
the impact time (and assuming linear dynamics). In- 
:stead, the optimal stopping guidance law is Free to de- 
sign control actions without trying to achieve an arti- 
.kid time constraint. 
3.3 Stochastic Targets 
To illustrate the proposed guidance law in a difficult 
engagement we consider guidance against a high-speed 
manoeuvring target ( p  = 0.8, b = 1). For both illus 
tration and comparison reasons we again use k(.) = 1.2 
and g( . )  = y,.?, with T~ >> 1. We choose a bounded 
region of state-space (F 5 20 units, -0.4 5 B,, U 5 0.4 
radians) with h, = 1 unit, he = h, = 0.04 radians. 
The control action is assumed to be from the bounded 
set U = {U : -0.5 5 U 5 0.5) radians/second. 
In this case, with p # 0, the optimal control is a R3 3 
R mapping. Figure 5 shows a numeric representation 
of the optimal stopping stochastic guidance actions for 
one d u e  of target attitude angle, 8, = 0 radians (there 
is a seperate control surface for each d u e  of 1 9 ~ ) .  
This figure suggests that €or p = 0.8 and b = 1, the 
optimal guidance strategy is to execute maximum turn 
whose sign is dependent on 8, and Bt .  The optimal 
control surface €or other 8, (not shown here due to 
limited space) show that the optimal control is not 
simply dependent on the difference 8, - B t .  
Figure 5: Optimal Stopping Guidance against a ( p  = 0.8, 
b = 1) Stochastic Target: Bt = 0 radians 
3.3.1 Engagement Simulation: Stochastic 
Target: To illustrate the behaviour of the ( p  = 0.8, 
b = 1) optimal stopping stochastic guidance law a 
missile engagement was simulated. The missile was 
simulated to be travelling at 1 unit per second in 
discretetime steps of 0.01 seconds in an approximitely 
tail-chase engagement. The initial state values axe: 
r (0 )  = 20 units, u(0) = 0 radians, and 6,,,(0) = 0.8 
radians. 
To avoid the “chattering” that might result from the 
sharp boundaries in the optimal control, the imple- 
mented contra1 action was obtained by interpolating 
between nearby grid points on the control surface (the 
closest grid point was used when a control was required 
for points in state space outside the region for which 
the optimal control was calculated). 
Figure 6 illustrates the closed loop trajectories of the 
stochastic target (for a particular noise realisation) and 
a missile using optimal stopping stochastic guidance. 
Impact within 1 unit occurs just before 92 seconds 
elapse. The standard P N  guidance law was not able to 
guide successfdly against this target (and hence is not 
shown). 
AIthough extensive simulation studies still need to be 
performed to verify the operational envelope of this 
law, several engagement configurations and noise real- 
isations were tried. The stochastic optimal stopping 
guidance Iaw was successfull (and P N  failed) in all 
tested scenarios. 
Figure 6: Guidance against a Stochastic Target ( p  = 0.8, 
6 = 1) using Optimal Stopping Stochastic 
Guidance 
3.3.2 Optimal Stochastic Guidance and 
Optimal Rendezous: Figure 5 suggests that the 
control strategy is to aim the missile directly towards 
the target. This conjectured strategy i s  further sug- 
gested by achieved engagement trajectories shown in 
Figure 6 where the target chases rather than intercepts 
the target. 
This exhibited chase behaviour is somewhat similar to 
the chase behaviour typically observed in the optimal 
rendezvous (OR) guidance law [SI (and perhaps some 
similarity with the pure pursuit guidance law [7]). 
A conjectured connection between the optimal stochas- 
tic guidance law and the OR guidance law would not 
be completely surprising because of the known reduced 
sensitivity properties of the OR guidance law identified 
in IS, 18, 171. In [6, 181 the OR guidance is shown to 
have reduced sensitivity to time-of-impact errors and 
in [17] an optimal guidance law when there is time-of- 
flight uncertainity is shown to approach the OR guid- 
ance law as the uncertainity increase. However, an an- 
alytic connection between the stochastic guidance law 
presented here and the OR guidance law has not yet 
been established. 
3.4 Comments on Uncertainty and State Esti- 
mation 
The above missile guidance problem has been formu- 
Iated assuming complete certainity of various sorts en- 
gagement information and using various assumptions 
that are known to be quite restrictive. Information 
about engagements parameters such as vt or p is often 
difficult to obtain in practice and assumptions such as 
constant velocities V,, Vt and zero autopilot lag are 
generally invalid. Further, state information such as 
P,  et and cr is only avaliable indirectly through mea- 
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surements (in particular, information about 8t would 
be very difficult to obtain). 
The effect of time varying behaviour in V,, V,, and au- 
topilot lags, could be considered within the above pre- 
sented optimal stopping hamework by increasing the 
dimension of the dynamics; however, the curse of di- 
mension is likely to exclude numeric solvability of such 
problems. More likely, substantial analysis of the per- 
formance of guidance laws designed with non-varying 
modeIs but facing these types of variations (and vari- 
ous other uncertainties) will be required. 
In addition, some capability against uncertainties can 
be designed into the guidance law at the problem def- 
inition stage. For example, for robustness against un- 
certainty in p ,  the value function can be modified to 
involve a supremum over a set of p in addition to  the 
existing infinmum over the control action and stop- 
ping time (although calculation of the value iteration 
becomes more difficult). The guidance law that results 
will have optimised performance when facing the spec- 
ified p uncertainty. 
4 Conclusions 
In this paper we introduced an optimal stopping time 
formulation for the missile guidance problem which has 
been shown to be a natural framework for the guidance 
problem with several advantages over the traditional 
finite-horizon framework. We provided a solution to 
the stochastic version of the guidance problem (deter- 
ministic targets being a special case) in the form of 
variational inequalities. 
Illustrative simulation results against deterministic 
and stochastic targets were presented that compare 
favourably the performance of the proposed guidance 
laws with the proportional navigation guidance law. 
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